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vlpon the fact of everybody being too happy to be over 
critical when his music is performed; so that sdre have an 
amount of " prettiness " prevailing throughout the work 
which might perhaps pall upon the taste of an audience 
too stern to be moved by the genial circumstances of the 
surroundings. The best pieces in the Cantata are the 
opening Chorus, the " Chorus of WIaidens"-in which 
some good effects are introduced in the accompaniment- 
the Duet between the Bride and Bridegroom (No. 7), the 
Prayer in the Church, the Quartett (No. 12), and the 
Finale. Many of these movements, however, want 
colour; they are too uniformly melodious, the choral por- 
tions, especially, being like harmonised songs; but, as we 
have already said, they wouId amply satisfy the majority 
of listeners, and this may be all that the composer aimed 
at. One or two harmonies, however, we should like to 
see altered; as, for instance, in the first tenor solo, where 
between the fifth and sixth bar, the voice jumps in fifths- 
C, E-with the bass-F, A; and again, in the same piece 
where, in the fifth bar, page I4, the bass moves uprards 
in fifths on the accented parts of the bar. 
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THE DOUBLE AIR IN HYMN TUNESB 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MUSICAL TIMES. 

SIR,-In answer to my letter I find there are two in 
yollr last number. As to the first, I wish to say that out 
of four tunes in the " Hymns Ancient and Modern," whicl 
I have examined for the purpose, three wIll bear the 
double air without injury to the music-nanaely, 99, I35, 
and 320; while in 33I the case is the reverse, but the 
double air shows to great advantage in the seventh line 
of 33Z. I say avaiIa, those who cannot abide the double 
air, when it does not exist in the instrument, but proceeds 
from the congregation, ought never to use a stop like the 
double diapason, neither ought they to tolerate unison 
singing. Our duty is plain, namely, to permit the double 
air, in order that the congregation may join heartily and 
ssrithout difficulty in the Church Service. Now, as to the 
second, its author at first misur.derstood my letter. 
Secondly, he has wandered from his point to one which 
has little to do with Church singing in our day. Thirdly, 
he fails to see my argument in the latter part, and there- 
fore imagines that none can possibly exist. I advise him, 
therefore, that when next he tries to ansurer a letter he 
would read it over many times, in order that he may 
thoroughly understand its subject and argument. 

I remain, Sir, yours respectfully, 
THOMAS VINCENT. 

Park Street Blind Asylum, BristoI, 
May 22nd, I874. 

A REPLY TO MR HINTON. 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MUSICAL TIMES. 

SIR, The letter which appeared in the April number of 
the Mlssical Ti^Zes from a gentleman who has a right to sign 
himself both A.B. and Mus. B., is a fair challenge to 
your readers, and I hope to see the glove picked up by 
many well qualified to discuss the various subjects on 
which he has given such a decided opinion. Not having 
seen the May number of your paper, I know not what 
replies may have already appeared, but I venture to ask 
space to criticise one of Mr. Hintons assertions, leaving 
to others better qualified than myself the heavier part of 
the fight. First, I deny the truth of the assertion " that 
instrumental performers, particularly players on stringed 
instruments, become passionately fond of their instru- 
ments from the difificulties they have surmounted in 
acquiring them (often, indeed, let us charitably suppose 
mostly unconsciously1, and become an intolerable bore to 
others not so circumstanced.'* This long sentence re- 
quires to be studied before one attempts to answer its 
assertions. Does the writer mean that fiddlers and 
pianists get fond of their instruments because they had 
great difficulties in finding money to pay for them ? 
Hardly, because, let us strain our charity as much as we 
can, we shall scarcely be able to believe that any body 
obtains a fine instrument " with difficulty," yet remains 
ultcoIscioNs of his efforts and their reNrard. No- I 
imagine the writer means to say that players get fond of 
their instruments on account of the labour and study it 
has cost them to produce the music they drasv from them. 
Now, there is no doubt that fiddlers do get attached to 
their fiddles, and nothing is more natural. First of all the 
instrument is the most perfect of instruments. It can be 
put into perfect tune which is more than sve can say for 
the pianoforte; and he or she who plays it, tunes it, and is 
never obliged to torture his or her nerves by playing on an 
ill-tuned instrument, as so many organists and pianoforte 
players are often obliged to do. Secondly, it is a small 
portable instrument that can be carried about by the 
player, and is on that account a conq5n1liost,-almost like 
the dogX that lives Jith you year by year, with the 
additional advantage of givinc no trouble, and of never 
dying. If it has not the ponTer of loving you like a dog, 
it enables you to do something better than play the 
passive part of being loved, it enables you to conjugate 
the verb " amo " actively, and that is a good deal for a 
thing made of wood and catgut to do for one ! But to 
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ORIGINAL CORRESPONDENCE 

CATHEDRAL CHOIRS. 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MUSICAL TIMES. 

SIR, The Prsecentor of Chichester Cathedral has brought 
forward a very important subject in your valuable paper 
for May. The Rev. gentleman's quotations show that 
some of our Cathedral choirs in the I4th century were 
not what they should have been, and I think we may 
infer from the letter generally that all is not right with us. 
After a long period of four centuries, one would expect to 
find a state of things as near perfection as possible. But 
dissatisfaction is loudly expressed of the vocal performances 
in some of our Cathedrals. Is it that those enzaged do 
not enter with a will into their duties ? Or, are men 
chosen for those sacred offices uTho were not fitted from 
the commencement for them ? Or, again, is there that 
respect and kindly feeling extended towards us rvhich, as 
Christians, we aIl look for, and which, I believe would do 
more towards our renderincr our sacrifice of praise in a 
manner acceptable to the Almighty than many a sermon 
from the pulpit ? 

Why is it that good salaries and necessary relaxation 
from duty are offered only in London and one or tsro other 
places ? My impression is that our choral services should 
have but olte object: and those engaged should be placed 
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tively ? 
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